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Abstract. In this paper we continue with the study of the category MAP of
continuous maps and their morphisms, introduced in [3]. This category is an
extension of both the category TOPY (of continuous maps into a ¯xed space
Y and their morphisms) and TOP (of topological spaces and continuous maps
as morphisms). Partial products are used to obtain universal type theorems for
T0, Tychono® and zero-dimensional maps. Finally we introduce zero-dimensional
and strongly zero-dimensional maps and generalize some well known results in the
category TOP concerning zero-dimensional and strongly zero-dimensional spaces
to the category MAP.
1. Introduction
The study of General Topology is usually concerned with the category TOP of
topological spaces as objects, and continuous maps as morphisms. One of the most
important operations on objects in TOP is the Tychono® product which gives rise
to many interesting results and examples. The Tychono® product of an arbitrary
number of topological spaces was de¯ned by A.Tychono® in 1930 [15].
The concepts of space and map are equally important and one can even look
at a space as a map from this space onto a singleton space and in this manner
identify these two concepts. With this in mind, a branch of General Topology
which has become known as General Topology of Continuous Maps, or Fibrewise
General Topology, was initiated. This ¯eld of research is concerned most of all in
extending the main notions and results concerning topological spaces to that of
continuous maps. For an arbitrary topological space Y one considers the category
TOPY , the objects of which are continuous maps into the space Y , and for the
objects f : X ! Y and g : Z ! Y , a morphism from f into g is a continuous
map ¸ : X ! Z with the property f = g ± ¸. This situation is a generalization
of the category TOP, since the category TOP is isomorphic to the particular case
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of TOPY in which the space Y is a singleton space. As is the case in TOP, one of
the most important operations on objects in the category TOPY is the ¯brewise
product of maps de¯ned by B.A.Pasynkov [10, 11, 12].
As mentioned above, the Tychono® product gives rise to many interesting results.
In particular, results concerning universal spaces. Recall that a space X is said
to be universal for all spaces having a topological property P if the space X has
property P and every space having property P is homeomorphically embeddable
in X. Universal spaces are very useful since they reduce the study of a class of
spaces having some topological property P to the study of subspaces of a ¯xed
space. We will be interested in the following three results obtained respectively by
A.Tychono® [15], P.S.Alexandro® [1] and N.Vedenisso® [16].
Theorem 1.1. The Tychono® cube Im is universal for all Tychono® spaces of
weight m > @0.
Theorem 1.2. The Alexandro® cube Fm is universal for all T0-spaces of weight
m > @0.
Theorem 1.3. The Cantor cube Dm is universal for all zero-dimensional spaces
of weight m > @0.
Completely regular and Tychono® maps were de¯ned by B.A.Pasynkov in 1984.
These de¯nitions made it possible to generalize and obtain an analogue to Theorem
1.1 in the category TOPY [12].
Theorem 1.4. A Tychono® map f : X ! Y has weight W(f) 6 m (m > @0) if
and only if, the map f is homeomorphically embeddable into the projection p of a
partial topological product P = P (Y; fZ®g; fO®g : ® 2 A), where Z® = I for every
® 2 A and jAj 6 m.
The following result was also given as a corollary to Theorem 1.4 in [12].
Corollary 1.5. A continuous map is Tychono® if and only if it is homeomorphi-
cally embeddable into the projection of a partial topological product, all the ¯bres of
which are segments.
B.A.Pasynkov also generalized and obtained an analogue to the result in TOP of
the existence of a compacti¯cation for a Tychono® space having the same weight
and also constructed a maximal Tychono® compacti¯cation for a Tychono® map
(i.e. an analogue to the Stone-·Cech compacti¯cation) [12].
In [3], a category of maps MAP in which one does not restrain oneself with a
¯xed base space Y was introduced. The aim of this paper is to generalize and
obtain an analogue to Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in the category MAP. For more
details and unde¯ned terms on the General Topology of Continuous Maps one can
consult [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13].
2. Preliminary notions on the category MAP
The objects of MAP are continuous maps from any topological space into any
topological space. For two objects f1 : X1 ! Y1 and f2 : X2 ! Y2, a morphism
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from f 1 into f 2 is a pair of continuous mapsf ‚ T ; ‚ B g, where ‚ T : X 1 ! X 2 and
‚ B : Y1 ! Y2, such that the diagram
X 1
‚ T¡¡! X 2
f 1
??y
??y f 2
Y1 ¡¡!
‚ B
Y2
is commutative. It is not di–cult to see that this deflnition of a morphism in
MAP satisfles the necessary axioms that morphisms should satisfy in any category
(see, for example, [14]).
Let PT and PB be two topological/set theoretic properties of maps (for example:
closed, open, 1-1, onto, etc.). If‚ T has propertyPT and ‚ B has propertyPB then
we say that f ‚ T ; ‚ B g is a fP T ; PB g-morphism. If PT is the continuous property,
then we say that f ‚ T ; ‚ B g is a f⁄ ; PB g-morphism, similarly for PB . Therefore, a
f⁄ ; ⁄g -morphism is just a morphism. Also, ifPT = PB = P then a fP T ; PB g-
morphism is called aP -morphism.
As noted in the introduction, separation axioms for maps have already been
deflned in the categoryTOPY and since these axioms involve only one map, they
have also been deflned for the categoryMAP . We only give the deflnitions of
functionally Hausdorfi and Tychonofi maps, for the other separation axioms one
can consult for example [12, 13, 2, 4, 5, 3].
Deflnition 2.1. The subsetsA and B of the spaceX are said to befunctionally
separated inU ‰X , if the setsA \ U and B \ U are functionally separated inU
(that is, there exists a continuous function` : U ! [0; 1] such thatA \ U ‰ ` ¡ 1(0)
and B \ U ‰ ` ¡ 1(1)).
Deflnition 2.2. A continuous mapf : X ! Y is said to befunctionally Hausdorfi
or T2 12 , if for every two distinct points x and x
0 in X lying in the same flbre, there
exists a neighborhoodO of the point f (x), such that the sets f xg and f x0g are
functionally separated inf ¡ 1O.
Deflnition 2.3. A continuous map f : X ! Y is said to becompletely regular,
if for every point x 2 X and every closed setF in X , not containing the point x,
there exists a neighborhoodO of the point f (x), such that the setsf xg and F are
functionally separated inf ¡ 1O.
Deflnition 2.4. A completely regularT0-map is called aTychonofi (or T3 12 -) map,
where a mapf : X ! Y is said to be aT0-map if for every two distinct points
x; x0 2 X lying in the same flbre, at least one of the pointsx; x0 has a neighborhood
in X which does not contain the other point.
It can be easily verifled that every Tychonofi map is functionally Hausdorfi.
We now give the deflnition of a submap as an analogue of subspace. Since we
do not restrict ourselves to a flxed base spaceY our deflnition slightly difiers from
that given in the categoryTOPY [12]. This deflnition was introduced in [3].
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De¯nition 2.5. The map g : A ! B is said to be a (closed, open, everywhere
dense, etc.) submap of the map f : X ! Y , if g is the restriction of the map
f on the (closed, open, everywhere dense, etc.) subset A of the space X and
g(A) = f(A) ½ B ½ Y .
The following result is known [3].
Proposition 2.1. Any submap of a Ti-map is a Ti-map for i 6 312 . Prenormality,
functional prenormality, normality, functional normality, collectionwise prenormal-
ity and collectionwise normality are hereditary with respect to closed submaps.
The proof of the following proposition for the case B = Y can be found in [13].
For the situation given below the proof is analogous and so is omitted. Remember
that in TOPY (and also in MAP), by a compact map we mean a perfect map,
namely, a closed map with compact ¯bres. It is evident that a closed submap of a
compact map is compact.
Proposition 2.2. Let the compact map g : A ! B be a submap of a T2-map
f : X ! Y and let B be a closed subset of Y , the g is a closed submap of f .
Finally, we give the de¯nitions of base and weight for a continuous map, both
given by B.A.Pasynkov [10, 12].
De¯nition 2.6. Let f : X ! Y be a map of topological spaces. A set U ½ X
is said to be f -functionally open, if there exists an open subset O of Y such that
U ½ f¡1O and U is functionally open in f¡1O.
De¯nition 2.7. Let f : X ! Y be a map of topological spaces. A collection Bf
of open (resp. f -functionally open, functionally open) subsets of X is called a base
(resp. f -functionally open base, functionally open base), for the map f if for every
point x 2 X and every neighborhood Ux of x in X there exists a neighborhood Oy
of the point y = f(x) in Y and an element V 2 Bf such that x 2 f¡1Oy \V ½ Ux.
De¯nition 2.8. A collection Sf of open (resp. f -functionally open, functionally
open) subsets of X is called a subbase (resp. f -functionally open subbase, function-
ally open subbase), for the map f if the intersection of ¯nite subcollections of the
collection Sf constitute a base for the map f .
De¯nition 2.9. The minimal cardinal number of the form jBf j, where Bf is a
base (resp. f -functionally open base, functionally open base) for the map f (if such
bases exist), is called the weight (resp. f -functional weight, functional weight) of
the continuous map f and is denoted by w(f) (resp. W(f);W0(f)).
A proof for the following two propostions can be found in [13].
Proposition 2.3. For a continuous map f : X ! Y the following hold:
1. If the respective bases are de¯ned, then
w(f) 6W(f) and W(f) 6W0(f);
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2. If g : A ! B is a submap of the mapf , then every (resp. every functionally
open, everyf -functionally open) base of induces a base (resp. a functionally
open base, ag-functionally open base) ofg and
w(g) 6 w(f ); W (g) 6 W (f ) and W0(g) 6 W0(f );
when the respective bases are deflned.
Proposition 2.4. The map f : X ! Y is completely regular if and only if there
exists anf -functionally open base of .
The above proposition shows in particular that for a Tychonofi mapf , the weight
W (f ) is deflned.
3. Elementary partial topological products
Elementary partial topological products were deflned by B.A.Pasynkov in 1964
[10, 11]. By taking fan products of elementary partial topological products, which
are called partial topological products, he proved Theorem 1.4, the analogue of The-
orem 1.1 in the categoryTOPY . In this section we give the deflnition of elementary
partial topological products, as given by B.A.Pasynkov, and in the following sec-
tions we go on to deflne partial topological products for both the Tychonofi product
of maps and fan product relative to an inverse system, the two types of products in
the categoryMAP introduced in [3]. In the following sections, using the same ap-
proach of B.A.Pasynkov in proving Theorem 1.4, we use these deflnitions to obtain
analogues of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 (and so also Theorem 1.4) in the category
MAP .
Deflnition 3.1. Let Y and Z be topological spaces and letO be an open subset
of Y . Consider the disjoint unionD of the setsY nO and O £ Z and deflne a map
p : D ! Y by letting p(y) = y if y 2 Y nO and p(y; z) = y if (y; z) 2 O£ Z . Let › Y
and › O£ Z be the topologies ofY and O £ Z respectively. The elementary partial
topological product (· EPTP) with base spaceY , flbre Z and open setO is the set
D endowed with the topology generated by the basep¡ 1› Y [ › O£ Z and is denoted
by P(Y; Z; O). The continuous mapp : P(Y; Z; O) ! Y is called theprojection of
the EPTP P(Y; Z; O). The projection q of the product O £ Z ‰P(Y; Z; O) onto
the factor Z is called theside projection of the EPTPP(Y; Z; O).
Thus, the EPTP P(Y; Z; O) induces onO £ Z the topology of the topological
product O £ Z , and onY nO, the subspace topology as a subspace ofY . Also, the
projection p is continuous, open and its restriction onY n O is a homeomorphic
embedding. The following result can be found in [13].
Proposition 3.1. The projection p : P ! Y of the EPTP P = P(Y; Z; O) satisfles
the inequality w(p) 6 w(Z ) + 1 . If the flbre Z is a Ti -space, then the projection
p is a Ti -map, for i 6 3. If the flbre Z is completely regular, then the projection
p is completely regular andW (p) = w(Z ) + 1 . If moreover, the setO ‰ Y is
functionally open, then the weightW0(p) is deflned andW0(p) = W (p).
The following deflnition will be of importance later.
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De¯nition 3.2. Let there be given an EPTP P = P (Y; Z;O), topological spaces
X and B, and continuous maps f : X ! B, ¸B : B ! Y and g : f¡1(¸B)¡1O ! Z.
The map4(f; g;¸B) : X ! P , mapping a point x 2 Xnf¡1(¸B)¡1O onto the point
¸B±f(x) 2 Y nO ½ P and a point x 2 f¡1(¸B)¡1O onto the point (¸B±f(x); g(x)) 2
O £ Z ½ P , will be called the diagonal product of the maps f and g over the map
¸B. If B = Y and ¸B = idY then 4(f; g;¸B) ´ 4(f; g; idY ) ´ 4(f; g) and is
called simply the diagonal product of the maps f and g.
It is not di±cult to see that the map 4(f; g;¸B) is a continuous map and that
the projection p : P (Y; Z;O)! Y and side projection q : O£Z ½ P (Y; Z;O)! Z
satisfy the following relations:
p ± 4(f; g;¸B) = ¸B ± f ;
q ± 4(f; g;¸B)jf¡1(¸B)¡1O = g:
A proof of the following result can be found in [13].
Proposition 3.2. If P = P (Y; Z;O) is an EPTP, p : P ! Y is its projection and
pr : Y £ Z ! Y is the projection of the topological product Y £ Z onto the factor
Y , then there exists a continuous onto map Ã : Y £ Z ! P such that pr = p ± Ã.
As a corollary to the above proposition we have:
Corollary 3.3. The projection p : P ! Y of an EPTP P = P (Y; Z;O) with
compact ¯bre Z is compact.
Proof. Since the space Z is compact, it follows that the map pr : Y £ Z ! Y is
compact. Since the map Ã : Y £Z ! P is onto, the result follows from the relation
pr = p ± Ã.
4. Tychonoff products
Tychono® products of maps is taken to be the Tychono® product of objects in
the category MAP [3]. We recall the de¯nition.
De¯nition 4.1. Let ff® : ® 2 Ag be a collection of continuous maps, where
f® : X® ! Y®. The Tychono® product of the maps ff® : ® 2 Ag, which is
denoted by
Qff® : ® 2 Ag, is the continuous map which assigns to the point
x = fx®g 2
QfX® : ® 2 Ag the point ff®(x®)g 2QfY® : ® 2 Ag.
If pr®T :
QfX® : ® 2 Ag ! X® and pr®B : QfY® : ® 2 Ag ! Y® are the
projections, then the diagramQfX® : ® 2 Ag pr®T¡¡¡! X®Qff®:®2Ag??y ??yf®QfY® : ® 2 Ag ¡¡¡!
pr®B
Y®
is commutative. Therefore, the pair fpr®T ; pr®Bg is a fonto; ontog-morphism ofQff® : ® 2 Ag into f®.
The following two results were proved in [3].
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Proposition 4.1. Let f =
Q
f f fi : fi 2 Ag : X =
Q
f X fi : fi 2 Ag ! Y =
Q
f Yfi :
fi 2 Ag be the Tychonofi product of the mapsf fi : X fi ! Yfi . If B f fi is a base for
the mapf fi for every fi 2 A , then the collectionS f =
S
f (prfiT )¡ 1B f fi : fi 2 Ag is a
subbase for the mapf and the weightw(f ) 6 max fjAj ; supf w(f fi ) : fi 2 Ag ; @0g.
Remark 4.1. It is not di–cult to show that in the above context, if the map f fi is
completely regular for everyfi 2 A , then W (f ) 6 max fjAj ; supf W (f fi ) : fi 2 Ag ; @0g.
Proposition 4.2. The Tychonofi product
Q
f f fi : fi 2 Ag of Ti -maps f fi is a
Ti -map for i 6 312.
Let there be given a continuous mapf : X ! Y , a collection of continuous maps
f fi : X fi ! Yfi ; fi 2 A , and a collection of morphismsf ‚ Tfi ; ‚ Bfi g : f ! f fi ; fi 2 A .
Consider the standard diagonal products4 ‚ Tfi · 4f ‚ Tfi : fi 2 Ag : X !
Q
f X fi :
fi 2 Ag and 4 ‚ Bfi · 4f ‚ Bfi : fi 2 Ag : Y !
Q
f Yfi : fi 2 Ag . It is not di–cult
to see that f4 ‚ Tfi ; 4 ‚ Bfi g is a morphism of the mapf into the Tychonofi productQ
f fi ·
Q
f f fi : fi 2 Ag . We therefore haveY
f fi – 4 ‚ Tfi = 4 ‚ Bfi – f:
Proposition 4.3. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the collection f ‚ Bfi : fi 2 Ag separates points and for every pointy 2 Y and
every two distinct pointsx and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y there exists somefi 2 A ,
such that ‚ Tfi (x) 6= ‚ Tfi (x0), and
2. for every closed setF in X and every pointx 2 X n F , there exists some
fi 2 A and an open setU in X fi such thatx 2 (‚ Tfi )¡ 1U ‰(X n F ),
then the morphismf4 ‚ Tfi ; 4 ‚ Bfi g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1g-morphism of
f into the Tychonofi product
Q
f fi .
Proof. Take any two distinct points x and x0 in X . If f (x) 6= f (x0), then by
condition (1), there exists somefi 2 A such that ‚ Bfi –f (x) 6= ‚ Bfi –f (x0). Therefore,
from the relation ‚ Bfi – f = f fi – ‚ Tfi we get that ‚ Tfi (x) 6= ‚ Tfi (x0). If f (x) = f (x0),
then again by condition (1), there exists somefi 2 A such that ‚ Tfi (x) 6= ‚ Tfi (x0). In
both cases we have the inequality4 ‚ Tfi (x) 6= 4 ‚ Tfi (x0). We have thus shown that
the continuous map4 ‚ Tfi is 1-1. That 4 ‚ Bfi is a 1-1 map follows from the fact that
the collection f ‚ Bfi : fi 2 Ag separates points.
We now show that the corestriction of4 ‚ Tfi onto its image, that is4 ‚ Tfi as a map
from X onto 4 ‚ Tfi (X ), is an open map. Take any open setV in X . By condition (2),
for everyx 2 V there exists somefi (x) 2 A and an open setU(x) in X fi (x) , such that
x 2 (‚ Tfi (x))¡ 1U(x) ‰V . From this follows that x 2 (4 ‚ Tfi )¡ 1(prfi (x)T )¡ 1U(x) ‰V .
The set U =
S
f (prfi (x)T )¡ 1U(x) : x 2 Vg is open in
Q
X fi and V = ( 4 ‚ Tfi )¡ 1U.
Hence4 ‚ Tfi (V ) = U \ 4 ‚ Tfi (X ) and so the map4 ‚ Tfi : X !
Q
X fi is open, from
which we conclude that4 ‚ Tfi is a homeomorphic embedding.
We now introduce and deflne Tychonofi partial topological products.
Deflnition 4.2. . Let Pfi = P(Yfi ; Zfi ; Ofi ) be an EPTP with base spaceYfi , flbre
Zfi and open setOfi for everyfi in some indexing setA and let pfi : Pfi ! Yfi be the
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corresponding projection of the EPTP P®. The Tychono® product
Q
P® ´
QfP® :
® 2 Ag is called the Tychono® partial topological product (´ TPTP) of the EPTPs
P®; ® 2 A. The Tychono® product
Q
p® ´
Qfp® : ® 2 Ag of the projections p® is
called the projection of the TPTP
Q
P® onto its base. The projection of the TPTPQ
P® onto the EPTP P® is denoted by pr®.
We now formulate our main theorem of this section, an analogue of Theorem 1.1
in the category MAP with respect to Tychono® products. Below, by I we denote
the unit interval [0; 1] ½ R.
Theorem 4.4. For a Tychono® map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weight W(f) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y; I; O®) and
jAj 6 m;
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y®; I; O®) and
jAj 6 m.
We can write down the following corollaries to the above theorem. Since a T2 1
2
compact map is Tychono®, we have:
Corollary 4.5. For a T2 1
2
compact map f : X ! Y into a Hausdor® space Y the
following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weight W(f) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where
the EPTP P® = P (Y; I; O®) and jAj 6 m;
3. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where
the EPTP P® = P (Y®; I; O®) and jAj 6 m.
Corollary 4.6. For a continuous map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f is Tychono®;
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y; I; O®);
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y®; I; O®).
Corollary 4.7. For a continuous map f : X ! Y into a Hausdor® space Y the
following are equivalent:
1. The map f is T2 1
2
and compact;
2. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where
the EPTP P® = P (Y; I; O®);
3. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where
the EPTP P® = P (Y®; I; O®).
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We now give some results to help us prove the above theorem and corollaries.
Let
Q
Pfi ·
Q
f Pfi : fi 2 Ag be the TPTP of the EPTPs Pfi = P (Yfi ; Zfi ; Ofi ) and
let there be given topological spacesX and Y , and continuous mapsf : X ! Y ,
‚
B
fi : Y ! Yfi and gfi : f ¡ 1(‚ Bfi )¡ 1Ofi ! Zfi for every fi 2 A . Then, the diagonal
product of the mapsf and gfi over the map ‚ Bfi , 4 fi · 4 (f; g fi ; ‚ Bfi ) : X ! Pfi , is
deflned and we have thatf4 fi ; ‚ Bfi g : f ! pfi , wherepfi : Pfi ! Yfi is the projection
of the EPTP Pfi . Therefore, by taking the standard diagonal products, we get
a morphism f4 (4 fi ); 4 ‚ Bfi g of the map f into the projection
Q
pfi of the TPTPQ
Pfi , and so Y
pfi – 4 (4 fi ) = 4 ‚ Bfi – f:
Proposition 4.8. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the collection f ‚ Bfi : fi 2 Ag separates points and for every pointy 2 Y and
every two distinct pointsx and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y there exists somefi 2 A ,
such thaty 2 (‚ Bfi )¡ 1Ofi and gfi (x) 6= gfi (x0), and
2. the collection B f =
S
ff g¡ 1fi W : W open in Zfi g : fi 2 Ag is a base for the
map f and „ Bfi · ‚ Bfi j( ‚ Bfi ) ¡ 1Ofi : (‚ Bfi )¡ 1Ofi ! Ofi \ ‚ Bfi (Y ) is an open map,
then the morphismf4 (4 fi ); 4 ‚ Bfi g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection Q pfi of the
TPTP
Q
Pfi .
Proof. If two distinct points x and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y, and some indexfi 2 A
satisfy gfi x 6= gfi x0, then we have4 fi x 6= 4 fi x0.
Now let F be a closed subset ofX and let x 2 X n F . By the hypothesis,
there exists an indexfi 2 A , an open setW in Zfi and an open setO in Y , such
that x 2 f ¡ 1O \ g¡ 1fi W ‰ X n F . Let H = „ Bfi
¡
O \ (‚ Bfi )¡ 1Ofi
¢
and let H^ be an
open subset ofYfi satisfying H = H^ \ ‚ Bfi (Y ). We then havex 2 f ¡ 1O \ g¡ 1fi W =
(4 fi )¡ 1
‡
(H^ \ Ofi ) £ W
·
‰X n F and the set (H^ \ Ofi ) £ W is open inPfi .
The result now follows from Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.9. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the collectionf ‚ Bfi : fi 2 Ag separates points and the mapf is a T0-map, and
2. the collection B f =
S
ff g¡ 1fi W : W open in Zfi g : fi 2 Ag is a base for the
map f and „ Bfi · ‚ Bfi j( ‚ Bfi ) ¡ 1Ofi : (‚ Bfi )¡ 1Ofi ! Ofi \ ‚ Bfi (Y ) is an open map,
then the morphismf4 (4 fi ); 4 ‚ Bfi g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection Q pfi of the
TPTP
Q
Pfi .
Proof. Take any point y 2 Y and any two distinct points x and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y.
Sincef is a T0-map, one can assume without loss of generality, that the pointx has
a neighborhoodU satisfyingx0 =2 U. Thus, by property 2., there exists somefi 2 A ,
an open subsetW of Zfi and an open subsetO of Y satisfying x 2 f ¡ 1O \ W .
Therefore, we can conclude thatgfi (x) 2 W , while gfi (x0) =2 W , sincex 2 f ¡ 1y \ W .
Hence, property 1. of Proposition 4.8 is satisfled.
Corollary 4.10. If under the above conditions we have:
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1. the space Y is a T0-space and the map f is a T0-map, and
2. the collection Bf =
S ffg¡1® W : W open in Z®g : ® 2 Ag is a base for the
map f and ¹B® ´ ¸B® j(¸B® )¡1O® : (¸B® )¡1O® ! O® \ ¸B® (Y ) is an open map,
then the morphism f4(4®);4¸B® g is a fhomeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection Q p® of the
TPTP
Q
P®.
Proof. Take any two distinct points y and y0 in the T0-space Y . Without loss of
generality, one can assume that the point y has a neighborhood O satisfying y0 =2 O.
There exists some ® 2 A such that y 2 (¸B® )¡1O®. Then, by property 2., it is not
di±cult to see that ¹B® (y) 6= ¹B® (y0). The result now follows from Corollary 4.9.
Finally we need the following results for the case of compact ¯bres.
Proposition 4.11. Let
Q
P® ´
QfP® : ® 2 Ag be the TPTP of the EPTPs
P® = P (Y®; Z®; O®), where the ¯bres Z® are compact for every ® 2 A. Then, the
projection
Q
p® ´
Qfp® : ® 2 Ag of the TPTP QP® onto its base is a compact
map.
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 we have that the projections p® : P® ! Y® are compact.
Therefore, we can conclude that the projection
Q
p® is also compact, as a Tychono®
product of compact maps (see [6, 3]).
Corollary 4.12. Let
Q
P® be the TPTP of the EPTPs P® = P (Y®; Z®; O®), where
the ¯bres Z® are compact and metrizable for every ® 2 A. Then, the projectionQ
p® of the TPTP
Q
P® onto its base is a compact Tychono® map with weight
W(
Q
p®) 6 max(jAj;@0).
Proof. The fact that the map
Q
p® is compact follows from Proposition 4.11 and
the fact that it is Tychono®, together with the inequality for the weightW(
Q
p®),
follows from Propositions 3.1 and 4.2 and Remark 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We begin by showing that (1) implies (2). Let f : X ! Y
be a Tychono® map with weight W(f) 6 m, where m > @0. Let Bf = fU® :
® 2 Ag be an f -functionally open base for the map f with jAj 6 m. For every
® 2 A, take an open subset O® of Y and a continuous map g® : f¡1O® ! I
satisfying U® = g
¡1
® (]0; 1]). Let P® = P (Y; I; O®) be an EPTP for every ® 2 A
and let id : Y ! Y be the identity map. By Corollary 4.9 we can conclude
that the morphism f4(4®);4id®g, where 4® = 4(f; g®; id) and id® = id, is a
homeomorphic embedding-morphism of f into the projection
Q
p® of the TPTPQ
P®.
That (3) follows from (2) is evident. We are left to show that (3) implies (1). If
there exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the projectionQ
p® of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y®; I; O®) and jAj 6 m,
then by Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 4.12 we have
W(f) 6W(
Y
p®) 6 jAj 6 m:
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Proof of Corollary 4.5. We only need to show that (1) implies (2). Since the space
Y is Hausdorfi, the diagonal4 idfi (Y ), where idfi · id : Y ! Y , is a closed subset of
the Tychonofi product Y jAj . Therefore, the result follows from Proposition 2.2.
Proof of Corollary 4.6. We only need to show that (3) implies (1) and this follows
from Corollary 4.12 and Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Corollary 4.7. The fact that (1) implies (2) follows from Corollary 4.5.
That (2) implies (3) is evident and the proof that (3) implies (1) follows from
Corollary 4.12 and the fact, as was already noted, that a closed submap of a
compact map is compact.
We end this section by a universal type theorem forT0-maps in MAP , an ana-
logue to Theorem 1.2 inTOP. Below, by the spaceF we denote the two point set
f 0; 1g with the topology consisting of the empty set, the setf 0g and the whole
space. Clearly, the spaceF is T0.
Theorem 4.13. For a T0-map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weightw(f ) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a TPTP Q f Pfi : fi 2 Ag , where the EPTPPfi = P(Y; F; Y) and
jAj 6 m;
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a TPTP Q f Pfi : fi 2 Ag , where the EPTPPfi = P(Yfi ; F; Ofi ) and
jAj 6 m.
Proof. We begin by showing that (1) implies (2). Letf : X ! Y be a T0-map
with weight w(f ) 6 m, where m > @0. Let B f = f Ufi : fi 2 Ag be a base for
the map f with jAj 6 m. For every fi 2 A , take a continuous mapgfi : X ! F
satisfying Ufi = g¡ 1fi f 0g. Let Pfi = P(Y; F; Y) be an EPTP for every fi 2 A
and let id : Y ! Y be the identity map. By Corollary 4.9 we can conclude
that the morphism f4 (4 fi ); 4 idfi g, where 4 fi = 4 (f; g fi ; id) and idfi = id, is a
homeomorphic embedding-morphism off into the projection Q pfi of the TPTPQ
Pfi .
That (3) follows from (2) is evident. We are left to show that (3) implies (1). If
there exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the projection
of a TPTP
Q
f Pfi : fi 2 Ag , where the EPTP Pfi = P(Yfi ; F; Ofi ) and jAj 6 m,
then by Propositions 2.3 and 3.1 we have
w(f ) 6 w(
Y
pfi ) 6 jAj 6 m:
Corollary 4.14. For a continuous mapf : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f is T0;
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a TPTP Q f Pfi : fi 2 Ag , where the EPTPPfi = P(Y; F; Y);
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a TPTP Q f Pfi : fi 2 Ag , where the EPTPPfi = P(Yfi ; F; Ofi ).
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5. Fan products
We recall the de¯nition of fan product with respect to a collection of maps and
an inverse system, introduced in [3]. For unde¯ned terms with respect to inverse
systems one can consult [6].
Suppose we are given a collection of maps f¾ : X¾ ! Y¾ for every ¾ 2 §, where
the indexing set § is directed by the relation 6. We further suppose that we are
given an inverse system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g. We denote by P , the subspace of the Tychono®
product
QfX¾ : ¾ 2 §g given by©fx¾g : ¸¾½(f¾x¾) = f½x½ for every ¾; ½ 2 § satisfying ½ 6 ¾ª :
We call this space, the fan product of the spaces X¾ with respect to the maps f¾
and the inverse system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g. The space P is denoted by
Q©
X¾; f¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
.
For every ¾ 2 §, the restriction of the projection pr¾ :
QfX¾ : ¾ 2 §g ! X¾
on the subspace P will be denoted by ¼¾ and is called the projection of the fan
product P to X¾. From the de¯nition of fan product we have ¸
¾
½ ± f¾ ± ¼¾ = f½ ± ¼½
for every ¾; ½ 2 § satisfying ½ 6 ¾. In this way one can de¯ne a map p : P !
lim
Ã
fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g, called the projection of the fan product P to the limit of the inverse
system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g, by
p =
Y
ff¾ ± ¼¾ : ¾ 2 §g:
It is evident that the projections p and ¼¾; ¾ 2 § are continuous maps. The
projection p is called the ¯brewise product of the maps f¾ with respect to the inverse
system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g and is denoted by
Q©
f¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
. It is not di±cult to see
that for every point y = fy¾g 2 limÃ fY¾; ¸
¾
½ ;§g, the preimage p¡1y is homeomorphic
to the Tychono® product of the ¯bres f¡1¾ y¾, that is
Qff¡1¾ y¾ : ¾ 2 §g.
The folowing two results were proved in [3].
Proposition 5.1. Let p : P ! lim
Ã
fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g be the ¯brewise product of the maps
f¾ with respect to the inverse system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g. If Bf¾ is a base for the map f¾
for every ¾ 2 §, then the collection Sp =
Sf¼¡1¾ Bf¾ : ¾ 2 §g is a subbase for the
map p and the weight w(p) 6 max fj§j; supfw(f¾) : ¾ 2 §g;@0g.
Remark 5.1. It is not di±cult to show that in the above context, if the map f¾ is
completely regular for every ¾ 2 §, thenW(p) 6 max fj§j; supfW(f®) : ¾ 2 §g;@0g.
Proposition 5.2. The ¯brewise product p =
Q©
f¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
of Ti-maps f¾
with respect to the inverse system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g is a Ti-map for i 6 312 .
Let there be given a continuous map f : X ! Y , a collection of continuous
maps f¾ : X¾ ! Y¾; ¾ 2 §, where § is a non-empty directed set, an inverse
system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g and a collection of morphisms f¹T¾ ; ¹B¾ g : f ! f¾; ¾ 2 §, where
¸¾½ ± ¹B¾ = ¹B½ for any ½; ¾ 2 § satisfying ½ 6 ¾. It is not di±cult to see that under
the above conditions, the standard diagonal product4¹T¾ ´ 4f¹T¾ : ¾ 2 §g : X !QfX¾ : ¾ 2 §g has its image in P = Q©X¾; f¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§gª and the standard
diagonal product 4¹B¾ ´ 4f¹B¾ : ¾ 2 §g : Y !
QfY¾ : ¾ 2 §g has its image
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in limˆ f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g. One can also see that the diagonal productf4 „ Tfi ; 4 „ Bfi g is a
morphism of the mapf into the projection p : P ! lim
ˆ
f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g. We therefore
have
p – 4 „ T
¾
= 4 „ B
¾
– f:
As a corollary to Proposition 4.3 we have the following result.
Corollary 5.3. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the collection f „ B
¾
: ¾ 2 § g separates points and for every pointy 2 Y and
every two distinct pointsx and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y there exists some¾ 2 § ,
such that„ T
¾
(x) 6= „ T
¾
(x0), and
2. for every closed setF in X and every pointx 2 X n F , there exists some
¾ 2 § and an open setU in X
¾
such thatx 2 („ T
¾
)¡ 1U ‰(X n F ),
then the morphismf4 „ T
¾
; 4 „ B
¾
g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1g-morphism of
f into the projection p.
We now introduce and deflne Fan partial topological products.
Deflnition 5.1. . Let P
¾
= P(Y
¾
; Z
¾
; O
¾
) be an EPTP with base spaceY
¾
, flbre
Z
¾
and open setO
¾
for every ¾ in some directed set § and letp
¾
: P
¾
! Y
¾
be
the corresponding projection of the EPTPP
¾
. Also, let there be given an inverse
systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g. The fan product P =
Q '
P
¾
; p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
is called theFan
partial topological product (· FPTP) of the EPTPs P
¾
; ¾ 2 § , with respect to the
inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g. The flbrewise productp =
Q '
p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
of the
projectionsp
¾
with respect to the inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g is called theprojection
of the FPTP P onto its base. The projection of the FPTP P onto the EPTP P
¾
is denoted by…
¾
.
We now formulate our main theorem of this section, an analogue of Theorem 1.1
in the categoryMAP with respect to Fan products. Remember that in the above
context, if Y0 is a topological space andY¾ = Y0 for every ¾ 2 §, and we further
have the binding maps‚ ¾‰ = id Y0 for every ¾; ‰ 2 § satisfying ‰6 ¾ , then the
inverse systemS(Y0; §) = f Y¾ ; ‚ ¾‰; § g is called theconstant inverse systemof the
spaceY0 on the set § and we have that the limit lim
ˆ
f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g is homeomorphic
to Y0.
Theorem 5.4. For a Tychonofi map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weightW (f ) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P = Q f P
¾
; p
¾
; S(Y;§) g, where the EPTPP
¾
= P(Y; I; O
¾
)
and j§ j 6 m;
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the
projection of a FPTP P = Q ' P
¾
; p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
, where the EPTP P
¾
=
P(Y
¾
; I; O
¾
) and j§ j 6 m.
We can write down the following corollaries to the above theorem. Since aT2 12
compact map is Tychonofi, we have:
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Corollary 5.5. For a T2 1
2
compact map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weight W(f) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y;§)g,
where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y; I; O¾) and j§j 6 m;
3. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
,
where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y¾; I; O¾) and j§j 6 m.
Corollary 5.6. For a continuous map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f is Tychono®;
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y;§)g, where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y; I; O¾);
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the
projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
, where the EPTP P¾ =
P (Y¾; I; O¾).
Corollary 5.7. For a continuous map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f is T2 1
2
and compact;
2. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y0;§)g,
where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y; I; O¾);
3. There exists a fclosed homeomorphic embedding,homeomorphic embeddingg-
morphism of the map f into the projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
,
where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y¾; I; O¾).
Remark 5.2. One can note that contrary to Corollaries 4.5 and 4.7, in Corollaries
5.5 and 5.7 the Hausdor®ness of the space Y is not necessary to ensure closeness
of the top homeomorphic embedding.
We now give some results to help us prove the above theorem and corollaries.
Let P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
be the FPTP of the EPTPs P¾; ¾ 2 §, with
respect to the inverse system fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g and let there be given topological spaces
X and Y , and continuous maps f : X ! Y , ¹B¾ : Y ! Y¾ with ¸¾½ ± ¹B¾ = ¹B½ for
any ½; ¾ 2 § satisfying ½ 6 ¾, and g¾ : f¡1(¹B¾ )¡1O¾ ! Z¾ for every ¾ 2 §. Then,
the diagonal product of the maps f and g¾ over the map ¹
B
¾ , 4¾ ´ 4(f; g¾;¹B¾ ) :
X ! P¾, is de¯ned and we have that f4¾; ¹B¾ g : f ! p¾, where p¾ : P¾ ! Y¾
is the projection of the EPTP P¾. It is not di±cult to see that by taking the
standard diagonal products, we get a morphism f4(4¾);4¹B¾ g of the map f into
the projection p of the FPTP P , and so
p ± 4(4¾) = 4¹B¾ ± f:
As corollaries to Proposition 4.8 and Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10 we have the fol-
lowing results.
Corollary 5.8. If under the above conditions we have:
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1. the collection f „ B
¾
: ¾ 2 § g separates points and for every pointy 2 Y and
every two distinct pointsx and x0 in the flbre f ¡ 1y there exists some¾ 2 § ,
such thaty 2 („ B
¾
)¡ 1O
¾
and g
¾
(x) 6= g
¾
(x0), and
2. the collection B f =
S
ff g¡ 1
¾
W : W open in Z
¾
g : ¾ 2 § g is a base for the
map f and · B
¾
· „
B
¾
j(„ B
¾
) ¡ 1O
¾
: („ B
¾
)¡ 1O
¾
! O
¾
\ „ B
¾
(Y ) is an open map,
then the morphismf4 (4
¾
); 4 „ B
¾
g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection p of the FPTP
P .
Corollary 5.9. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the collectionf „ B
¾
: ¾ 2 § g separates points and the mapf is a T0-map, and
2. the collection B f =
S
ff g¡ 1
¾
W : W open in Z
¾
g : ¾ 2 § g is a base for the
map f and · B
¾
· „
B
¾
j(„ B
¾
) ¡ 1O
¾
: („ B
¾
)¡ 1O
¾
! O
¾
\ „ B
¾
(Y ) is an open map,
then the morphismf4 (4
¾
); 4 „ B
¾
g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection p of the FPTP
P .
Corollary 5.10. If under the above conditions we have:
1. the spaceY is a T0-space and the mapf is a T0-map, and
2. the collection B f =
S
ff g¡ 1
¾
W : W open in Z
¾
g : ¾ 2 § g is a base for the
map f and · B
¾
· „
B
¾
j(„ B
¾
) ¡ 1O
¾
: („ B
¾
)¡ 1O
¾
! O
¾
\ „ B
¾
(Y ) is an open map,
then the morphismf4 (4
¾
); 4 „ B
¾
g is a f homeomorphic embedding; 1-1
local homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism of f into the projection p of the FPTP
P .
Finally we need the following results for the case of compact flbres, the flrst of
which was proved in [3].
Proposition 5.11. The flbrewise productp =
Q '
f
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
of compact maps
f
¾
with respect to the inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g is a compact map.
Proposition 5.12. Let P =
Q '
P
¾
; p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
be the FPTP of the EPTPs
P
¾
; ¾ 2 § , with respect to the inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g, where the flbresZ ¾ are
compact for every¾ 2 § . Then, the projection p of the FPTP P onto its base is a
compact map.
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 we have that the projectionsp
¾
: P
¾
! Y
¾
are compact.
Therefore, we can conclude by Proposition 5.11, that the projectionp is also com-
pact as a flbrewise product of compact maps.
Corollary 5.13. Let P = Q
'
P
¾
; p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
be the FPTP of the EPTPs
P
¾
; ¾ 2 § , with respect to the inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g, where the flbresZ ¾ are
compact and metrizable for every¾ 2 § . Then, the projection p of the FPTP P
onto its base is a compact Tychonofi map with weightW (p) 6 max(j§ j; @0).
Proof. The fact that the map p is compact follows from Proposition 5.12 and the
fact that it is Tychonofi, together with the inequality for the weight W (p), follows
from Propositions 3.1 and 5.2 and Remark 5.1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.4. The proof of (1) implies (2) follows on the same lines as that
of (1) implies (2) in Theorem 4.4, using the corresponding results of this section.
That (3) follows from (2) is evident. We are left to show that (3) implies (1). If
there exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the projection
p of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
, where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y¾; I; O¾) and
j§j 6 m, then by Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 5.13 we have
W(f) 6W(p) 6 j§j 6 m:
Proof of Corollary 5.5. We only need to show that (1) implies (2). Since the di-
agonal 4id¾(Y ), where id¾ ´ id : Y ! Y , is homeomorphic to the limit of the
constant inverse system S(Y;§), the result follows from Proposition 2.2.
Proof of Corollary 5.6. We only need to show that (3) implies (1) and this follows
from Corollary 5.13 and Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Corollary 5.7. The fact that (1) implies (2) follows from Corollary 5.5.
That (2) implies (3) is evident and the proof that (3) implies (1) follows from
Corollary 5.13 and the fact that a closed submap of a compact map is compact.
Finally, we end this section by a universal type theorem for T0-maps in MAP
for Fan poducts corresponding to Theorem 4.13. This is an analogue of Theorem
1.2 in the category MAP with respect to Fan products. The proof is omitted as
it is analogous, using the corresponding results of this section, to that of Theorem
4.13.
Theorem 5.14. For a T0-map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f has weight w(f) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y;§)g, where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y; F; Y )
and j§j 6 m;
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the
projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
, where the EPTP P¾ =
P (Y¾; F;O¾) and j§j 6 m.
Corollary 5.15. For a continuous map f : X ! Y the following are equivalent:
1. The map f is T0;
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y;§)g, where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y; F; Y );
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the
projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
, where the EPTP P¾ =
P (Y¾; F;O¾).
6. Zero-dimensional and strongly zero-dimensional maps
In this section we de¯ne zero-dimensional and strongly zero-dimensional maps.
We note that our de¯nition of zero-dimensional maps di®er from that given in [6].
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Using our deflnition one can see that many properties of zero-dimensional spaces
can be generalized from the categoryTOP to the categoryMAP .
Deflnition 6.1. Let there be given a continuous mapf : X ! Y . A set U ‰X
is said to bef -closed-open (f -clopen), if there exists an open subsetO of Y such
that U ‰f ¡ 1O and U is clopen inf ¡ 1O.
Deflnition 6.2. Let there be given a continuous mapf : X ! Y , whereX 6= ; .
The map f is calledzero-dimensionalif it is a T1-map and has a baseB f consisting
of f -clopen sets, where a mapf : X ! Y is said to be aT1-map if for every two
distinct points x; x0 2 X lying in the same flbre, each of the pointsx; x0 has a
neighborhood inX which does not contain the other point.
Note that if the set U is f -clopen then it is also open inX but is not necessarily
closed inX . It is not di–cult to see that every zero-dimensional map is Tychonofi.
Remember that for a continuous mapf : X ! Y , two subsetsA and B of the
spaceX are said to bef -functionally separatedif for every point y 2 Y there exists
a neighborhoodO of y in Y , such that the setsA and B are functionally separated
in f ¡ 1O.
Deflnition 6.3. Let there be given a Tychonofi mapf : X ! Y , where X 6=
; . The map f is called strongly prezero-dimensionalif for every pair A; B of
functionally separated subsets of the spaceX and for every y 2 Y , there exists
a neighborhoodO of y in Y and a clopen (in f ¡ 1O) set U ‰ f ¡ 1O, such that
A \ f ¡ 1O ‰U ‰ f ¡ 1O n B . The map f is calledstrongly zero-dimensionalif for
every open setO ‰Y , the map f j f ¡ 1O : f ¡ 1O ! O is strongly prezero-dimensional.
One can note that if the map f : X ! Y is strongly zero-dimensional, then
for every pair A; B of f -functionally separated subsets of the spaceX and for
every y 2 Y , there exists a neighborhoodO of y in Y and a clopen (inf ¡ 1O) set
U ‰f ¡ 1O, such that A \ f ¡ 1O ‰U ‰f ¡ 1O n B .
Proposition 6.1. Every strongly zero-dimensional map is zero-dimensional.
Proof. Say f : X ! Y is a strongly zero-dimensional map. Take any closed setF
in X and any point x 2 X n F = W . Also, let y = f (x). Since f is Tychonofi,
there exists a neighborhoodO of y in Y and a function ` : f ¡ 1O ! [0; 1] such that
x 2 ` ¡ 1(0) and F \ f ¡ 1O ‰` ¡ 1(1). Furthermore, there exists a neighborhoodO0
of y in Y such that O0 ‰ O, and a clopen (in f ¡ 1O0) set U in f ¡ 1O0 such that
x 2 U ‰ f ¡ 1O0 n F = f ¡ 1O0 \ W . Therefore, f is a zero-dimensional map as
required to prove.
Theorem 6.2. A Tychonofi map f : X ! Y , where X 6= ; , is strongly zero-
dimensional if and only if, for everyy 2 Y , every neighborhoodO of y in Y and
every flnite f -functionally open coverU = f Ui : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg of f ¡ 1O there exists
a neighborhoodO0 ‰ O of y and a flnite reflnementV = f Vi : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg of
U ^ f ¡ 1O0 such that Vi \ Vj = ; wheneveri 6= j . Note that by the hypothesis,S
V =
S
f Vi : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg = f ¡ 1O0.
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Proof. Let f : X ! Y be a strongly zero-dimensional map and take any point y
in Y . Let O be any neighborhood of y in Y and consider a ¯nite f -functionally
open cover U = fUi : i = 1; : : : ; kg of f¡1O. We apply induction with respect
to k. For k = 1, the existence of the re¯nement V is obvious. Assume that the
existence of V is true for every k < m and consider the case of k = m. By the
inductive hypothesis, there exists a neighborhood O1 ½ O of y in Y and a cover
fW1; : : : ;Wm¡1g of f¡1O1 consisting of pairwise disjoint open sets (and so are
f -clopen), satisfying
Wi ½ Ui for i < m¡ 1; and Wm¡1 ½ Um¡1 [ Um:
Consider the sets Wm¡1 n Um¡1 and Wm¡1 n Um, which are disjoint and f -
functionally closed. Thus, there exist neighborhoods O2 and O3 of y in Y and
functions Ã; Á : f¡1(O2 \O3) = f¡1O4 ! [0; 1] satisfying
Wm¡1 n Um¡1 = Ã¡1(0)
Wm¡1 n Um = Á¡1(0)
Let ´ : f¡1O4 ! [0; 1] be de¯ned by ´(x) = Ã(x)Ã(x)+Á(x) . Then Wm¡1 n Um¡1 =
´¡1(0) andWm¡1nUm = ´¡1(1) and therefore the setsWm¡1nUm¡1 andWm¡1nUm
are functionally separated in f¡1O4. There exists a neighborhood O5 ½ O4 of y in
Y and a clopen (in f¡1O5) set U ½ f¡1O5 such that
(Wm¡1 n Um¡1) \ f¡1O5 ½ U ½ f¡1O5 n (Wm¡1 n Um):
The latter inclusion implies that
U ½ (f¡1O5 nWm¡1) [ (f¡1O5 \ Um);
and hence
(Wm¡1 n U) \ f¡1O5 ½ Um¡1 and U \Wm¡1 ½ Um:
Consequently, one can easily see that the collection V = fVi : i = 1; : : : ;mg,
where
Vi =Wi \ f¡1O5 for i < m¡ 1;
Vm¡1 = (Wm¡1 n U) \ f¡1O5 and Vm = U \Wm¡1;
is the desired re¯nement of U ^ f¡1O5.
Conversely, take any pair A;B of functionally separated subsets of the space
X and take any point y in Y . There exists a function Á : X ! [0; 1] such that
A ½ Á¡1(0) and B ½ Á¡1(1). The sets U1 = Á¡1(]0; 1]) and U2 = Á¡1([0; 1[) form a
functionally open (and so an f -functionally open) cover of X. By the hypothesis,
there exists a neighborhood O of y in Y and a disjoint open re¯nement V = fV1; V2g
of (U = fU1; U2g) ^ f¡1O. Therefore, the f -clopen set V2 satis¯es
A \ f¡1O ½ V2 ½ f¡1O nB;
which proves that the map f is strongly prezero-dimensional. In an analogous
manner one can show that f is strongly zero-dimensional.
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Recall that a map f : X ! Y is called functionally prenormal if every two dis-
joint closed sets inX are f -functionally separated. The mapf is calledfunctionally
normal if for every open setO in Y the map f : f ¡ 1O ! O is functionally prenor-
mal. A functionally normal T3 12 -map ia called aT4 12 -map. Functionally normal (as
well as normal) maps were deflned by B.A.Pasynkov [12]. With slight modiflcations
in the proof of Theorem 6.2 one can get the following result.
Theorem 6.3. A T4 12 -map f : X ! Y , whereX 6= ; , is strongly zero-dimensional
if and only if, for every y 2 Y , every neighborhoodO of y in Y and every flnite
open coverU = f Ui : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg of f ¡ 1O there exists a neighborhoodO0 ‰O of
y and a flnite reflnementV = f Vi : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg of U ^ f ¡ 1O0 such thatVi \ Vj = ;
wheneveri 6= j . Note that by the hypothesis,S V = S f Vi : i = 1 ; : : : ; kg = f ¡ 1O0.
Remember that a mapf : X ! Y is calledflnally compact if f is closed and for
every y 2 Y the flbre f ¡ 1y is flnally compact, that is every open cover off ¡ 1y has
a countable subcover. A flnally compactT3-map is called aLindelo˜f map. Thus,
every compact (Hausdorfi) map is flnally compact (Lindelo˜f) and every Lindelo˜f
map is aT4 paracompact map [2].
Theorem 6.4. Every zero-dimensional Lindelo˜f map is strongly zero-dimensional.
Proof. Let A; B be a pair of functionally separated subsets of the spaceX and take
any point y 2 Y . There exists a function` : X ! [0; 1] such that
A ‰` ¡ 1(0) = A0 and B ‰` ¡ 1(1) = B 0:
Then the setsA0 and B 0 are closed and disjoint inX .
For every x 2 f ¡ 1y one can flnd anf -clopen setU(x) and a neighborhoodOU (x)
of y in Y such that
(U(x) \ f ¡ 1OU (x)) \ A0 = ; ; or (U(x) \ f ¡ 1OU (x)) \ B 0 = ; :
Let U0(x) = U(x) \ f ¡ 1OU (x) , where one can assume thatU0(x) is clopen in
f ¡ 1OU (x) . Since the map f is Lindelo˜f, there exists a countable subcollection
f U0(x i ) : i < ! g of f U0(x) : x 2 f ¡ 1yg covering f ¡ 1y. Let
W (x i ) =
"
U0(x i ) n
[
j<i
U0(x j )
#
\
f ¡ 1
ˆ
\
j 6 i
OU (x j )
!
for i < !:
The collection W = f W (x i ) : i < ! g consists off -clopen and pairwise disjoint
sets, and coversf ¡ 1y. By the closedness of , there exists a neighborhoodO of
y in Y such that W covers f ¡ 1O. Let W 0 = W ^ f ¡ 1O. The set U = S f Wi :
A \ Wi 6= ; ; Wi 2 W 0g has the following properties:
U is clopen inf ¡ 1O and A \ f ¡ 1O ‰U ‰f ¡ 1O n B:
Thus f is strongly prezero-dimensional. Analogously one can prove that the map
f is strongly zero-dimensional.
Corollary 6.5. Zero-dimensionality and strong zero-dimensionality are equivalent
in the realm of compact mapsf : X ! Y , whereX 6= ; .
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Theorem 6.6. If f : X ! Y is a zero-dimensional map, then so is any submap
g : A! B, where A 6= ;.
If f : X ! Y is a strongly zero-dimensional map and g : A! B is a submap of
f , where A 6= ;, B is closed in Y and for every open in Y set O, every continuous
function Á : g¡1(O \ B) ! [0; 1] is continuously extendable to a function Ã :
f¡1O ! [0; 1], then g is also strongly zero-dimensional.
Proof. The ¯rst part of the theorem follows from the de¯nitions. The second
part follows from De¯nition 6.3, since under the assumptions on the map g, any
two gjg¡1(O\B)-functionally separated subsets of the space g¡1(O \ B) are f jf¡1O-
functionally separated in f¡1O for any open set O in Y .
We now prove the following result concerning the maximal Tychono® compact-
i¯cation ¯f : ¯fX ! Y of a Tychono® map f : X ! Y . A compact map
bf : bfX ! Y is said to be a compacti¯cation of f : X ! Y if there exists a
fdense homeomorphic embeddingg-morphism f¸; idY g : f ! bf [17, 18]. In this
situation we usually identify X with ¸(X) and so bfX = [X]bfX and f = bf jX ,
where by [X]bfX we mean the closure of X in bfX. For details concerning compact-
i¯cations of Tychono® maps, in particular the construction of ¯f , one can consult
[12, 13, 9].
Theorem 6.7. The compacti¯cation ¯f : ¯fX ! Y of a Tychono® map f : X !
Y is strongly zero-dimensional if and only if the map f is strongly zero-dimensional.
For the proof of the above theorem we need some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 6.8 (Pasynkov [12]). For a Tychono® compacti¯cation bf : bfX ! Y of
a Tychono® map f : X ! Y , the following properties are equivalent:
1. bf ´ ¯f : ¯fX ! Y , where by equivalence we understand that bf and ¯f are
canonically isomorphic, i.e. there exists a homeomorphism ¸ : ¯fX ! bfX
equal to the identity on X such that ¯f = bf ± ¸;
2. For any open set O in Y and any continuous bounded function Á : f¡1O !
[a; b], there exists a continuous extension of Á on (bf)¡1O;
3. For any open set O in Y and any two functionally separated in f¡1O subsets
F and H we have
[F ]bfX \ [H]bfX \ (bf)¡1O = ;:
Below, by the space D we understand the two point set f0; 1g with the discrete
topology.
Lemma 6.9. Let ¯f : ¯fX ! Y be the maximal Tychono® compacti¯cation of a
Tychono® map f : X ! Y . Let U ½ X be an f -clopen subset, i.e. there exists an
open set O in Y such that U ½ f¡1O and U is clopen in f¡1O. Then [U ](¯f)¡1O is
clopen in (¯f)¡1O and so is a ¯f -clopen set.
Proof. There exists a function Á : f¡1O ! D ½ [0; 1] such that U = Á¡1(0) and
f¡1OnU = Á¡1(1). Therefore, U and f¡1OnU are functionally separated in f¡1O.
Consequently, by Lemma 6.8, [U ](¯f)¡1O is clopen in (¯f)
¡1O.
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Proof of Theorem 6.7. If the map flf is strongly zero-dimensional then so is the
map f by Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 6.8.
We need to show that if the mapf is strongly zero-dimensional then so is the
map flf . Let A; B be a pair of functionally separated subsets in (flf )¡ 1O, where
O is an open set inY . There exists a function` : (flf )¡ 1O ! [0; 1] such that
A ‰` ¡ 1(0) and B ‰` ¡ 1(1).
Consider the setsA1 = X \ ` ¡ 1([0; 13[) and B1 = X \ ` ¡ 1(] 23; 1]) which are
functionally separated inf ¡ 1O. Since the mapf is strongly zero-dimensional, for
any point y 2 O, there exists a neighborhoodO0(y) ‰O of y in Y and a clopen
in f ¡ 1O0(y) set U ‰ f ¡ 1O0(y) such that A1 \ f ¡ 1O0(y) ‰U ‰ f ¡ 1O0(y) n B1. By
Lemma 6.9 we have that [U](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) is clopen in (flf )¡ 1O0(y).
SinceX is dense inflf X we haveA ‰ [A1](flf ) ¡ 1O and B ‰ [B1](flf ) ¡ 1O. From
Lemma 6.8 we also have that [B1](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) \ [U](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) = ; and consequently
A \ (flf )¡ 1O0(y) ‰[A1](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) = [ A1 \ f ¡ 1O0(y)](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) ‰
[U](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) ‰(flf )¡ 1O0(y) n [B1](flf ) ¡ 1O0(y) ‰
(flf )¡ 1O0(y) n ¡B \ (flf )¡ 1O0(y)¢:
Proposition 6.10. The Tychonofi product f =
Q
f f fi : fi 2 Ag : X =
Q
f X fi :
fi 2 Ag ! Y = Q f Yfi : fi 2 Ag , where A 6= ; and X fi 6= ; for every fi 2 A , is
zero-dimensional if and only if all the mapsf fi are zero-dimensional.
Proof. The fact that f fi is zero-dimensional if the Tychonofi productf is zero-
dimensional follows from Theorem 6.6.
Conversely, sayf fi is zero-dimensional for everyfi 2 A . Then f is a T1-map by
Proposition 4.2. Let B f fi be an f fi -clopen base for the mapf fi , for every fi 2 A .
Then by Proposition 4.1, the collectionS f = [f (prfiT )¡ 1B f fi : fi 2 Ag is an f -
clopen subbase for the mapf and thus it is not di–cult to see that f has an
f -clopen base.
In a similar fashion one can prove the following results.
Proposition 6.11. Let p : P =
Q '
X
¾
; f
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
! lim
ˆ
f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g be the
flbrewise product of the mapsf
¾
with respect to the inverse systemf Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g,
where lim
ˆ
f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g 6= ; . If all the maps f ¾ are zero-dimensional then the map
is also zero-dimensional.
Proposition 6.12. Let lim
ˆ
S f = limˆ
'
f
¾
; f …¾‰; ‚ ¾‰g; §
“
: lim
ˆ
ST = limˆ f X ¾ ; …¾‰; § g !
lim
ˆ
SB = limˆ f Y¾ ; ‚ ¾‰; § g be the limit map of the inverse systemS f =
'
f
¾
; f …¾‰; ‚ ¾‰g; §
“
.
If all the maps f
¾
are zero-dimensional andlim
ˆ
ST 6= ; then the maplim
ˆ
S f is also
zero-dimensional.
With respect to sums we have the following result. The proof is not di–cult and
so is omitted.
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Proposition 6.13. The sum f =
Lff® : ® 2 Ag : X =LfX® : ® 2 Ag ! Y =LfY® : ® 2 Ag, where A 6= ; and X® 6= ; for every ® 2 A, is zero-dimensional
(strongly zero-dimensional) if and only if all the maps f® are zero-dimensional
(strongly zero-dimensional).
We next prove a lemma concerning EPTPs having zero-dimensional ¯bre.
Lemma 6.14. The projection p : P ! Y , where Y 6= ;, of an EPTP P =
P (Y; Z;O) with zero-dimensional ¯bre Z is zero-dimensional andW(p) = w(Z)+1.
Proof. Let p be the projection of an EPTP with zero-dimensional ¯bre Z. That
the map p is a T1-map and that W(p) = w(Z) + 1 follows from Proposition 3.1.
Let B be a base for the space Z consisting of clopen sets and of cardinality w(Z).
The collection Bp consisting of the sets fPg and fO £ V : V 2 Bg is a base for
the map p. It is not di±cult to see that Bp consists of p-clopen sets and therefore
the map p is zero-dimensional.
Next we have the following universal type theorem for zero-dimensional maps,
the proof of which is analogous to that of Theorems 4.4 and 5.4 and so is omitted.
This is an analogue of Theorem 1.3 in the category MAP.
Theorem 6.15. For a zero-dimensional map f : X ! Y the following are equiva-
lent:
1. The map f has weight W(f) 6 m (m > @0);
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y;D;O®) and
jAj 6 m;
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y®; D;O®) and
jAj 6 m;
4. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P =
Q fP¾; p¾;S(Y;§)g, where the EPTP P¾ = P (Y;D;O¾)
and j§j 6 m;
5. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the
projection of a FPTP P =
Q©
P¾; p¾; fY¾; ¸¾½ ;§g
ª
, where the EPTP P¾ =
P (Y¾; D;O¾) and j§j 6 m.
We can write down the following corollary to the above theorem. We omit the
proof as it is analogous to that of Corollaries 4.6 and 5.6.
Corollary 6.16. For a continuous map f : X ! Y , where X 6= ;, the following
are equivalent:
1. The map f is zero-dimensional;
2. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y;D;O®);
3. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the map f into the pro-
jection of a TPTP
QfP® : ® 2 Ag, where the EPTP P® = P (Y®; D;O®);
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4. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the pro-
jection of a FPTP P = Q f P
¾
; p
¾
; S(Y;§) g, where the EPTPP
¾
= P(Y; D; O
¾
);
5. There exists a homeomorphic embedding-morphism of the mapf into the
projection of a FPTP P = Q ' P
¾
; p
¾
; f Y
¾
; ‚ ¾‰; § g
“
, where the EPTP P
¾
=
P(Y
¾
; D; O
¾
).
Finally we have the following result concerning Tychonofi compactiflcations.
Theorem 6.17. Every zero-dimensional mapf : X ! Y of weightW (f ) = m >
@0 has a zero-dimensional compactiflcationbf : bf X ! Y of weightW (bf ) = m.
Proof. By Theorem 6.15 (4), the mapf can be identifled with a submap of the
projection p : P ! lim
ˆ
S(Y;§) »= Y of a FPTP P = Q f P
¾
; p
¾
; S(Y;§) g, where
the EPTP P
¾
= P(Y; D; O
¾
) and j§ j = m. Let bf X be the closure ofX in P and
let bf = pjbf X . By Proposition 5.12 the mapp is compact, and therefore so isbf
as a closed submap of a compact map. This implies thatbf is a compactiflcation
of the map f and by Lemma 6.14 and Proposition 6.11, we have thatbf is zero-
dimensional. Finally we have
m = W (f ) 6 W (bf ) 6 W (p) = m;
from which follows the equalityW (bf ) = m.
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